The Lost Knowledge and Forgotten Wisdom of The ♥ Heart

Proving scientifically, ♥ Love never dies & is the most powerful force in the Universe

This Science has been -- Known -- for thousands of years

Hiding in plain sight

http://www.mayanmajix.com/heart_g.pdf

Also, see pages # 3 -- # 8

# 21 -- # 27

So small … “You Can Not Always Depend On Seeing What You Are Looking At” … but some people can … a--n--d … without a microscope

Beautiful – Music – Thoughts – Pictures -- Words ( Written / Spoken )

Turn Water Into Beautiful Crystal Snowflakes,

When Frozen

When directing words & thoughts at water, Dr Masaru Emoto discovered that the ones with (+) positive energy formed beautiful snowflake shaped crystals and the (-) negative words & thoughts formed ugly misshaped blobs, when the water was frozen to ( - 25 C ) below zero, and then magnified 200 – 500 x's, using “Dark Field Microscope,” with photographic capabilities … . . . “Thoughts frozen in time.”

Compassion  Thank you  Wisdom

Heavy Metal Music  I will kill you  You fool

Water before & after Buddhist prayer

Showing a picture of Dolphins to water, creates crystal Snowflake

Also see page # 29 … “Miracle of Blessing Power”

Small bottles of water have ...

1. words attached to it
2. pictures shown to it
3. music played to it

Because frozen crystal snowflake have a very short life cycle, the best opportunity to see & to photograph one forming, is to take 50 samples of water ( 0.5ml size drops ) from each bottle, & put each drop in its own “petri dish.” The water drops are then frozen for 3 hours at ( - 25 degree C ) in a freezer located within a larger walk-in “Freezer-Lab-Room” The room is a precisely controlled environment, kept at ( - 5 C ), making it the perfect place to use “The Dark-Field Microscope” to photograph the frozen water crystal snowflakes. The crystals are magnified between 200 – 500 times their original size.

Remember, a babies body is over 90 % water … a young adults body is about 80 % water … the bodies of most people over 60 is about 70 % water, & even less with age, ( because, one of the hardest things to get a person over 50 to do is drink lots of water, rather than tea or coffee, which dehydrates ). So, if our thought & words can do this to water, just imagine what they are doing to us, Emoto Frozen Water Crystal Lab http://www.hadousa.com/makingof.html

Mr. Emoto discovered that water was extremely sensitive to vibrations, & not only physical vibrations such as music and speech. He devoted several years to photographing the formation of ice crystals from water which had been “treated” in various ways. He had monks recite prayers over the water, played music for it ( the water ), even taped words on the outside of small vials of water, all with remarkably distinctive effect. Since water constitutes some 70% of both the human body and of the earth, his thesis is that, these experiments demonstrate empirically the direct physical impact our thoughts, speech and emotions have, not only on water, but on these larger, more complex systems which are largely comprised of water.
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- # 30 ( a ) -

Also see pages # 3 -- # 8, # 21 -- # 27, # 30

So small … “You Can Not Always Depend On Seeing What You Are Looking At” … but some people can … a--n--d … without a microscope

Beautiful – Music – Thoughts – Pictures – Words ( Written / Spoken )
Turn Water Into Beautiful Crystal Snowflakes,
When Frozen

Continued …


Distilled water - after being exposed to “Heavy Metal music” & very loud music.

The very same “Heavy Metal” music water,
- after - being exposed to “Classical Music.”

*Negative - words - thoughts - music, etc … form ugly misshapen, discolored blobs … the same shape & appearance as polluted water.

*Use your ❤️ Heart to bring Heaven down to Earth
( Matthew 6:9-13 … “on earth as it is in Heaven” )

Mr. Emoto's Frozen Snowflake - Water Crystals Gallery

Polluted Water - city
Healing Waters
Beautiful Music

Los Angeles
Venice, Italy
Fountain Lourdes, France
Miracle Spring
Naju, Korea
Tchaikovsky
Swan Lake 1
Amazing Grace

Albert Einstein … “the world is a dangerous place to live in … NOT because of the people who are - evil - ( very bad, very ( - ) negative, Brain-stem / Left-brain ) … but Because of the ❤️ Heart-brain – Right-brain people who don't do anything about it.”

Edmond Burk … “All that is required for - evil - ( the very bad ), to prevail – is for good men ( ❤️ Heart-brain – Right-brain men ) to do nothing.”
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Interpersonal relationships
Kirlian Photography - Page 3 in this link

Kirlian photos below are of a married couple, by researcher John Hubacher

Image 1  Image 2  Image 3  Image 4

Above Left … Image 1 -- fingertips of married couple thinking unpleasant thoughts … Image 2 -- above right couple thinking unpleasant thought toward each other ( Note: the wall of invisible energy between them ) … Image 3 -- same couple thinking pleasant loving thoughts toward each other … Image 4 -- the same couple kissing.

The Power of Prayer

Japan Polluted water from the Fujiwara Dam … Same dam water - after - Buddhist prayer

In 1858 - The Blessed Virgin Mary appeared to Bernadette Soubirous … Healing waters in Lourdes, a small town in France - from 1858 to the present …
Your ♡ Heart & your ingenuity gives you the advantage - over Brain-stem, Left-brain people - for they can only - rely on - illusions of the physical world.

What The Bleep Do We Know ??.
<>2004 Film<>
“Subway Scene - Frozen Snowflake Water Crystals”
Snowflake images
The hidden messages in water
“About 90 % of our body is water” ( by volume ),
If thoughts can do that to water - image what our thoughts can do to us.”
video … 7 minutes … 49 seconds
The heart is the most powerful generator of electromagnetic energy in human body, producing largest rhythmic electromagnetic field of any of the body's organs. Heart's electrical field is about 60 times greater in amplitude than the electrical activity generated by the brain. This field, measured in the form of an electrocardiogram (ECG), can be detected anywhere on surface of the body. Furthermore, the magnetic field produced by the heart is more than 5,000 times greater in strength than the field generated by the brain, and can be detected a number of feet away from the body, in all directions, using SQUID-based magnetometers (Figure 12). Prompted by our findings the cardiac field is modulated by different emotional states (described in the previous section). We performed several studies to investigate the possibility that the electromagnetic field generated by the heart may transmit information that can be received by others.

Lots of mapping of brain frequencies have taken place, but the Heart, he points out, is much more powerfully electrical than the brain. Heart activity must be screened out when doing an EEG on brain. What he found is as significant as it is amazing. (When going to war, and chemically poisoning our food and environment, or lack of forgiveness, feelings of hate, etc., etc., etc., you

( - ) Negative Emotions ... (Physical, “Lower Mind” consciousness ... Brain Stem - B.S. - Left Brain). Brain Stem -- is most primitive part of brain, and is the 1st to develop. It deals with survival instincts of, fight or flight, greed, frustration, anger, hatred, Wars, unhappiness, jealousy, fears, negativity of all kinds. They all generate chaotic and weak, high frequency heart-waves on the graph, see below. The Brain Stem is where your own personal negative Belief System develops = your own personal Bull Shit = ignorant, faulty thinking, unenlightened thinking, & is where the concept of the Devil comes from in many religious beliefs. See pages #30, bottom #4. (John 3:19-21, 8:41; 8:43-44, 10:10).

( + ) Positive Emotions ... (Spiritual, Higher Mind consciousness & functioning ... Heart Brain - H.B. - Right Brain, Front Brain, Top Brain). This is where you find Love, appreciation & Gratitude, kindness, Light, happiness, patients, Truth, etc. They all generate very orderly, low frequency, but very powerful waves on graph below. Significance of this is far more than casual scientific curiosity as we shall come to see. page #30. H.B also = “Wind = Holy Spirit = voices of God, Jesus, Angels, Intuition” Page #6. (((John 14:6; 3:21; 13:34-35; 8:31-32; 8:51; 6:40; ... John 1:4 )); * * * Galatians 5:22-23 * * * John 12: 25-26. Anyone who loves their B.S. life, will lose it, while anyone who hate their B.S. life in this world, will keep it (their H.B. Life) - for eternal life. 26 Whoever serves me, H.B. must follow me: where I am, my H.B. servants also will be. *** John 13:17. Now you know these things, you will be blessed if you do them.

* * * The Ancient Egyptians regarded the Heart - as the seat of consciousness & understanding” ... See the bottom half of page # 20(a), then pages #4 = #8 and pages #26 (a,b). These pages help explain the relationship of light, Love & thought - with Heart-Brain & pineal gland.

Neil Diamond 1982 Song ... “Turn on your Heart-Light, let it shine where ever you go, let it make a happy glow for all the world to see” ... and also ... “Remember the “End” of the 1982 movie ... “E.T. - The Extra-Terrestrial,” by Steven Spielberg. When ET comes back to life -- ET’s heart lights-up, bringing back to life the dead & dried out flower in the room ... John 8:12 Jesus. I am light of the world ... The Power Of Wonder - Matthew 18.3 ... “Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like little children, you will never enter the Kingdom of heaven.”

Heart Brain - Heart Brain / Brain Stem

The Electromagnetic Field of The Heart

Cortical facilitation (coherence) Field detected by SQUID-based magnetometer


“Measuring Coherence” -- can accurately show heart, and brain, and nervous-system interactions that are sensitive to changes in emotions, which can be see in an electrocardiogram (ECG) ...
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“As a man thinks in his heart, so is he” … ( Proverbs 23:7 )

“A cheerful Heart is good medicine” … ( Proverbs 17:21 )

“Heaven is in your Heart” … quote from … The Alpha Class - Bible Study


“But seek 1st the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things shall be added to you. ( Matthew 6:31-33 ).

Matthew often uses "kingdom of Heaven" instead of "kingdom of God," but the 2 terms are synonymous.

“Don’t collect for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy, & where thieves break in and steal. ( Matthew 6:19 ) ( 6:20 ) But collect for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust destroys, & where thieves don’t break in & steal. ( 6:21 ) For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also.

Some words are Code Words that have a secret, hidden message, meaning, within them. EARTH … is one of those code words, with a secret, hidden message, within it. Find the Key and you can unlock its hidden message.

E A R T H ??:

Heart ← H

H is the key, only if you know what H stand for, and why ??.

Heaven

Now, what is the secret, hidden meaning, the message, Jesus wants us to live our lives by, while here on Earth ??.

The answer is at the bottom of this page.

The Little Brain in The ♥ Heart

The picture below, shows where Brain cells are located in the ♥ Heart. These Brain cells are the same as those in your head, & are also used to think with

Remember, it is the thought that counts.

See pages # 2 to # 6

http://www.heartmath.org/.

The ♥ Heart-Brain Words - Frozen in Time

God's Words & Thoughts
Loving Heavenly Words
Love, Appreciation & Gratitude,
Happiness, Harmony, Hope, Peace, Resonance,
Truth, Wisdom, Compassion, Empathy, Joy, Forgiveness, etc.

↓    ↓    ↓

*See page # 30

Jesus = Gate
( Love, The ♥ Heart )

John 10: *7, *2-3, *9,
John 14: 6, “I am the way & the Truth & the life. No one comes to the Father except through me”

Speaking words of God
John: 3:34, 5:24, 6:63
*See pages # 3 to # 8

“Ancient Egyptians” regarded ♥ Heart as the seat of consciousness & understanding.
*See page #6, #20 ( a,b )


Answer … Use your ♥ Heart to bring Heaven down to Earth …… ( Matthew 6:9-13 …“on earth as it is in Heaven” ). … #2.
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Alex Grey paintings, 1953 to --

Spiritual World
Inner World
♥ Heart Brain - Right Brain Front Brain Centered
Unlimited
♥ Love and Higher Mind Centered
Aquarian Age – Freedom - Peace
Whole Brain Functioning

Theologue - 1984

“Wind / Holy Spirit”
Heart - Sun - Solar Wind
Top page #10, bottom #11
Jesus conversation with Nicodemus, regarding the new birth, Jesus said
"The wind blows where it wills, & you hear the voice thereof, but know not whence it comes, and where it goes: so is every one who is born of the Spirit."
Greek for Spirit is the same as that for Wind.

Quiet -- “Head Brain is listening to the ♥ Heart Brain -Wind”
http://alexgrey.com/.
*John 18:37... Jesus Said, “... Everyone on the side of Truth - listens to me”.

Leonardo de Vinci, 1452 – 1519

Physical World
Outer World - Centered
Brain Stem – Left Brain, Solar Plexus
Limited
Lower Mind Functioning
Piscean Age – Materialism, wars
Glimpses of Whole Brain Functioning

Chakra Man

Spirit / Wind ...
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John%3A8-12
*(“you hear the voice”)

Thinking With The ♥ Heart Brain, Instead of The Brain Stem, Left Brain
Part 2

However, the extensive research of Armour and others show that there can now be no going back – we can all now state quite dogmatically that the relationship between the heart and brain has been hugely underestimated, and that the ♥ Heart contains more brain-like capacities than anyone would have thought just a very few years ago.

The Miracle of The ♥ Heart and its Thinking and Processing Capability

The following indisputable Scientific discoveries, done by Western Scientists, clearly prove that the ♥ Heart:
1. Has thinking and calculating nerves.
2. Has a brain of its own.
3. Participates in leading and guiding individuals based on certain calculations, emotions and feelings.
4. Relays information back to the brain and has a 2-way communication system with the brain that enables it to take part of the thinking, processing, and decision-making.
5. Can force the Head brain to obey its commands. (( The ♥ Heart-brain can re-wire the head-brain to ♥ Heart-brain thoughts & actions. Neurons (brain-cells) connect and reconnect with other neurons, forming electrical pathways that lay the biological foundation for new learning, Spiritual learning. (Neurogenesis))) ... See the 2004 movie – What The Bleep Do We Know ??.
6. Has its own memory and data retrieval (remembering) capability.
7. Has its own intelligence and intelligent system. (See page #30)
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“The Optic Nerve – Fiber Optics and The Nervous System”

Light through the eyes is split, 20% is used for vision, 80% is used for the Chakra - Endocrine - Nervous System.

Remember -- the optic nerve is the only nerve exposed to the outside of the body - { through the Eyes }.

Sun Light, Full Spectrum Lights ( 5,500K, CRI = 91 ) = is food for the body. So, for best health, best not to use sunglasses.

The ♥ Heart Brain consciousness controls this system - via Pineal gland ( Hypothalamus )
( See bottom of pages #6, #7.)

“Pineal Gland / ♥ Heart-Brain – are the seat of the Soul.” They bond us to the Universe & to God.
Crystalline like structure of Pineal Gland acts like prism, “refracting” light into spinal nervous-system

---

The CHAKRAS AND THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

CHAKRA COLOR GLAND
Crown Violet Pineal
Brow Indigo Pituitary
Throat Blue Thyroid
Heart Green Thymus
Solar Plexus Yellow Pancreas
Spleen Orange Gall Bladder
Root Red Adrenal

---

“Light Medicine of The Future”
1990 book by Jacob Liberman, O.D., Ph.D., D.Sc. (Hon.)
Pioneer in Therapeutic use of light / color, & the art of mind/body integration

---

http://www.prismweb.nl/pictures/prismico.jpg
http://dpss4b.files.wordpress.com/2013/09/prism.jpg?w=593
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-h8N5vrXHJ84/UnoRFv-cQOXI/AAAAAAAABM/76sMUQz7twI/s1600/serat+optik.jpeg
http://www.calldrlam.com/images/pratice8-2.jpg
http://reikiwithrachel.com/files/chakras.jpg
http://www.jacobliberman.org
http://www.mytouristplaces.com/?p=157074
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Spine, Color, Sound - Chart
Theo Gimbel

Form, Sound, Colour Healing, by Theo Gimbel (1980)


* Mystic Rose - Colour Wheel
* Red + Orange = Pale Salmon -- Unconditional Love.
* Orange + yellow = Golden Yellow --- Wisdom.
* Yellow + Green = Pale Green -- Brotherhood, Unity.
* Green + Blue = Turquoise -- Clarity of Thought.
* Blue + Violet = Lavender -- Higher Ideals,
* Violet + Red = Megenta -- Majesty & Royalty. The color that blends spirit & matter. On a high vibration, lifting us up to the highest of what is noble & true.

Primaries of Vision
Sensation
Red, Yellow, Green, Blue
Grey in middle is silver-grey, that unites all the colors.

--- 26 (c) ---
Freedom

3 Wise Men and Baby Jesus, Mary, Joseph

Thinking with your ❤️ Heart – your ❤️ Heart-brain-- Right-brain

Using our ❤️ Heart-brain To Bring Heaven Down To Earth, as above so below.

Matthew 6:10 - Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done, on earth as it is in heaven.
Luke 22:42 - not my will, but Thy will be done.